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Features and benefits

Estimating: Fast, accurate, flexible estimating

Create Estimates quickly and easily

Quantum Project Manager’s Estimating program enables you to quickly and
easily create estimates for your projects in a variety of ways. The Estimating
program was developed with the flexibility to allow a user to create a simple
estimate with basic information or a more detailed estimate based on more
complex conditions and calculations.

Flexible printing options for bid
proposals
Multiple reporting options available
Changes and edits quickly and easily
Multi-level markup options
Allocate bond costs or show
separately
Create items with your costs predefined for easy entry on estimates
Print on plain paper or email files
Use CSI codes to group and
summarize by division, major
section, and minor section

Whether you’re creating a simple estimate or a very detailed estimate,
Quantum Project Manager lets you add various markups, tax situations, bond
allocations, etc. Plus, you can change these in a snap to analyze different
scenarios for your proposal in seconds. You can copy previous proposals from
other projects to edit and quickly create a new proposal. You can even have
several different proposals for the same job.
The Estimating program allows you to print reports that are as simple or as
detailed as you need—from a basic summary estimate to reports that provide
for every line item in detail. You can group the totals on these reports at
several different levels. You can also generate proposals in a number of
formats with options to allow for outstanding flexibility. You can also create
PDF or RTF files giving you the capability to easily email the files or even
make additional changes in another program like your word processor.

Includes free phone support and
training for one year, a 60-day
money-back guarantee and 2 user
The Quantum Project Manager Suite
licenses.
Flexible, easy-to-use tools for serious contractors

The Quantum Project Manager Suite was engineered to manage and track all
of your project needs with ease. With Quantum Project Manager, you can
produce estimates for a project, complete contract documents, generate
billings, print certified payroll reports and track all of your communications
along the way—all with one simple, easy-to-use tool. And while the Quantum
Project Manager programs are designed to work together, each program can
be used independently.
Bottom line: the Quantum Project Manager Suite provides serious tools for
serious contractors. For more information, visit www.quantumss.com, email
sales@quantumss.com or call 1-800-894-1278.
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